Five Quick & easy ways to sell up to 200% more…
It is with years of experience successfully assisting our retailers merchandise and sell our products throughout
Australia, NZ and Europe that we put this information together for your use.
In many instances it is by implementing and maintaining a few simple processes that we have been able to increase the sales
of our products in a variety of stores by as much as 200%.

The first step is a good product mix hitting a variety of price points to suit your customer base.
The second step is location, obviously the higher the traffic flow the greater the chance of a sale.
Having said that, correctly displaying our range will draw clients to it due to its uniqueness
We find you are better having one main display of our products rather than having them scattered throughout your retail
space.
If your stock quantity allows you may have a few items scattered elsewhere to gain some attention for your main display. For
example, a few select items positioned in the centre of a table of bloomers or a striking piece in your front window display.

The third step is to maximize the use of space
and make it easily accessible to your customers.
We do this by using a tiered layered effect putting the
tallest pieces up the back and working your way down to
the smaller pieces at the front.
Use your display materials to create different heights
while still enabling room for the customers to get close to
all of the various items. If they can’t look and touch it they
generally won’t buy it.
Always utilize wall space or the height of the display area
to maximize impact. Try and use merchandising materials
that will create a contrast to the product. Green life is very
effective at doing this, however you can use painted
panels modern items or rustic styles. Let your imagination
run wild - you will be surprised at the variety of materials
that complement our products. The most important thing
is you stick to ONE theme for each display.
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The fourth step is to always have good clear signage.
Often a great display can lose impact because you have not informed the customer what the display is about. Is it on sale? Is
it unique? Or does it just need a call to action, a one line prompt to purchase like “Just what MUM wanted” or “Thank you
Santa”. To plant the seed to purchase:


Don’t assume your customers know anything about our products as they are unique and may have never been seen by
them before.
 Make sure the answers to their questions are always readily available; our swing tags will assist with this.
 Keep the signage current. If possible combine it with other important dates e.g. Mother’s Day!
You may find of assistance one of our product pages which can be downloaded from our website as a PDF file. These can be
printed out in any size as posters or laminated sheets and make great point of sale material.

The fifth step is to maintain and clean your display.
Rotate and maintain any plant life, dust and maintain the stock. If there are any scratches due to being knocked over a good
fix is a touch up with a pressure pack can of ‘White Knight’ clear rust guard, or any good quality clear spray on varnish from
your local hardware store. A very light spray will blend away any blemishes. Similarly if stock has been knocked over or
mistreated they can become less stable. Don’t be shy to bend a toe or leg back into position if an item has become unstable
they are very strong and can handle a bit of manipulation. All items will stand solid and flat on flat ground and can be tent
pegged into position if on soft ground.
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